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A Bucket of Blood **** 

 

I've rated this movie according to how much I enjoyed it- it's a hoot! I suppose you could rate this 

according to technical points, and it would still come out pretty good, but in this case, it's about fun. 

 

"A Bucket of Blood" is a comedy classic, lampooning the Beatniks, film noir and horror movies all in one 

hip package. Most of the action occurs at an urban Beatnik hangout called the Yellow Door. Here, poetry 

and art talk is on everyone's lips, including those of a numbskull busboy who emulates the hipsters. In a 

fit of desperation, the busboy creates a sculpture out of a dead cat and enjoys the reaction so much, he 

graduates to bigger projects. 

 

"A Bucket of Blood" apparently had a pretty good budget- the settings are detailed, the dialogue is wise 

and well-crafted, the photography is expertly staged and the soundtrack is full of frenetic jazz, its 

tension underscoring the action on the screen. It's put together with a smart confidence, it's very 

tongue-in-cheek and actor Dick Miller creates a memorable character as the would-be sculptor. 

 

But the most memorable character in the movie is one of the denizens of the Yellow Door- a poet 

named Maxwell H Brock, played to the hilt by Julian Burton. Brock is performing a poem on stage at the 

Yellow Door as the movie opens and he appears often throughout the production to represent the 

Beatnik artists who come to accept the busboy as one of their own. He calls the whole club to attention 

to laud the busboy's work and even creates a new poem in his honor. As puffed up as this guy is, he is 

the most positive person in the group. Others are shifty and thuggish despite the artsy pose- or 

undercover cops. 

 

Now, I swear that Brock's opening poem is a send-up, at least partially, of Kenneth Rexroth's great 

performance poem, "Thou Shalt Not Kill (In Memory of Dylan Thomas,)" which had been released on 

record in 1957 along with poems by Lawrence Ferlinghetti as "Poetry Readings in the Cellar." The lines in 

the movie, "Where are John, Joe, Jake, Jim, jerk?  dead, dead, dead," sound just like Rexroth's rant. 

Rexroth is performing with a jazz group and Brock is performing with a jazz saxophone. Brock's poetry is 

drivel too- far-out and far-fetched, even more so than real Beat fare, which can be plenty funny, but a 

right-on mockery is even funnier. 



 

Directed by Roger Corman...1959...66 min...featuring Dick Miller, Barboura Morris, Antony Carbone, 

Julian Burton, Ed Nelson, Bruno VeSota. 


